
USE AND CARE:
1.  After cooking, take out the sealing washer, and clean the block proof valve,  exhaust tube 

     and �oating valve. 

2.  Don't  try  to  open  the  lid  before  �oating  valve  falls. If �oating valve gets stuck, press it  

     lightly with a chopstick and then go ahead to open the lid. 

3.  If a lot of steam comes out from spring safety valve, remove the cooker immediately from  

     the heat, then clean exhaust pipe, block-proof cover, and put the shaft of spring safety 

     valve to the correct position, then cover the lid and continue cooking. 

4.  The pressure control valve must not be replaced by any other object. 

5.  Always  ensure  su�cient  water  while  cooking.

6.  Corrosive objects  such  as  salt,  etc.  Must  not  be  kept  in  the  cooker  for  long periods. 

7.  Cooking acidic/alkaline food in this pressure cooker may cause discolouration

      of the cooker.

24cm Induction Pressure Cooker
with Steamer Insert

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

COOKING TIME

6.  Opening the lid: Remove the pressure valve and make 

sure the inside steam is exhausted. Hold the lower 

handle with your left hand and turn the upper handle in 

the direction of the arrow with your right hand until the 

lid is open(Figure 6).

To see the pressure cooker video visit:
http://mas�ex.com.ph/product-category/induction-pressure-cooker/

Figure 5

Figure 6

5. Lowering the pressure: Before opening the lid, 

remove the  cooker  from  the  �re  to  cool  down  the  

body  and lower  the  inside  pressure naturally, or raise 

the pressure valve   gradually   to   lower   the   inside   

pressure  (This method is not recommended when 

cooking liquid food) (Figure 5).



FEATURES:
1.  The interlocking mechanism ensures that the unit is safe.

2.  All the parts of this unit are made of stainless steel or alloy aluminium, so it is sturdy

      and durable.

3.  When the lid is closed in the correct position or when it is opened, a “click”can be heard.

4.  The unit has a safety pressure control valve.

1.  Body

2.  Auxiliary Handle

3.  Lid

4.  Spring Safety Valve

5.  Block-proof Cover

6.  Pressure Control Valve

7.  Exhaust Tube

8.  Alarm Safety Valve

9.  Floating Valve

10.  Upper Handle

11.  Lower Handle

12.  Induction Bottom

SAFETY DATA:

PARTS DIAGRAM:

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

1.  Working pressure: 80+8Kpa.

2.  Safety pressure 98–140Kpa.

3.  Maximum pressure: over 420Kpa.

4.  When the lid is not sealed: less than 5Kpa.

5.  The lid can not be opened when inner 

     pressure is over 5Kpa. Cover Body
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1.  When it is used for the �rst time , apply some

 edible oil on the cogs for lubrication  (Figure 1).

2.  Cooking food: The total amount of food and water in 

the cooker should not exceed 3/4 of its total capacity. 

When cooking easily swollen food like rice, the amount 

should not exceed 1/2 of it's total capacity (Figure 2). 

3.  Check and clear the exhaust tube before covering the 

lid. Press the lid with your left hand and turn the handle 

in the direction of the arrow with your right hand until 

the upper and lower handles overlap exactly (Figure 3)

4.  Only heat after the lid is closed correctly. When steam 

comes out of the exhaust tube, cover it with the pressure 

control valve, when the pressure valve rises, turn down 

the heat to exhaust at an even interval until the food is 

well cooked (Figure 4).
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